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Based on the nonperturbative many-body time-dependent approach, photoinduced Hubbard band mixing by
ultrashort laser pulse is found in a one-dimensional half-filled Hubbard model through the optical conductivity.
The nonlinear development of Drude-like �metallic� weight in the resonant optical pumping ��pu�Eg; �pu is
the pumping laser energy and Eg is the gap energy� indicates reconstruction and mixing of the upper and lower
Hubbard bands, in contrast to the case of linear development in off-resonant pumping ��pu�Eg� where the
rigid band picture is valid. The photoemission response after the ultrashort pulse confirms our finding.
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Photoinduced phase transitions �PIPTs� in correlated sys-
tems attract increasing attention and provide a benchmarking
cornerstone for a new field of photodynamics. This recent
focus is due not only to basic scientific interest but also to
PIPTs’ implicit potential for device applications, such as ul-
trafast switches.1 A rather wide range of materials shows
such PIPTs by an intrinsic instability due to a cooperative
interaction among electronic, magnetic, and structural de-
grees of freedom.2,3 Among these, one noticeable PIPT is the
photoinduced insulator-metal transition �PIIMT� without
structural changes.4 It has been a central research subject in
condensed matter physics to investigate the insulator-metal
transition �IMT� of the strongly correlated electron system
�SCES�, which is externally controlled by chemical doping.5

Ultrashort optical pumping is also a useful doping method
as good as chemical doping. Indeed, the onset of Drude-like
weights just after the photoirradiation, which is a character-
istic of PIIMT, has been reported in SCES without structural
changes; the one-dimensional �1D� halogen-bridged Ni-chain
compound �Ni-X chain� �Ni�chxn�2Br�Br2 �chxn
=cyclohexanediamine�.4 There is, however, a fundamental
difference between chemical and photo �optical� doping: the
former is static and the latter is a dynamic phenomenon. The
explicit dynamical response of SCES during the relevant ul-
trafast time span after ultrashort optical pumping is an unex-
plored problem, partially because of a lack of a theoretical
framework to tackle the problem. Maeshima and Yonemitsu
have tried to study theoretically the optical conductivity of
the photoexcited half-filled 1D Hubbard model, where the
Kubo formula was employed not for the ground state but for
the first photoexcited state.6 In such a conventional theoreti-
cal treatment, the Hubbard bands are considered to be rigid.
However, it is not clear at all whether the rigid band picture
can be really justified or not. This problem is a highly non-
trivial and rather fundamental issue for a wide range of ma-
terial science research fields.

For a theoretical study of ultrafast dynamics, a new non-
perturbative formalism called many-body time-dependent di-
agonalization �MTD� is found to be powerful. This consists
of solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation within
the many-body Hilbert space.7,8 MTD is, in fact, good at
describing the two-body responses with nonequilibrium

states, which naturally reduces to the Kubo formula in the
limit of a continuous optical wave in its linear order.8,9

In this paper, we explore electronic reconstruction in
SCES by studying the optical conductivity of the half-filled
1D Hubbard system induced by ultrashort optical pumping
within MTD. For this purpose, we first examine how the
metallic states evolve. The photoinduced weights appear be-
low the gap and are found to be Drude-like metallic ones. In
particular, the qualitative behavior of these weights is found
to depend strongly on whether the optical pumping �with
laser energy �pu� is resonant ��pu�Eg� or off resonant
��pu�Eg� with the gap energy Eg. Finally, the Hubbard band
reconstruction is clearly visualized through examining the
photoemission response just after the ultrashort irradiation,
i.e., the illuminated photoemission spectroscopy �ILPES�.
ILPES is also treated within MTD.

We start with the half-filled 1D Hubbard model H0. It is
combined with the ultrashort optical pumping V with the
polarization along the chain direction and extended to be
H=H0+V���:

H0 = − t�
l�

�cl+1�
† cl� + cl�

† cl+1�� + U�
l

nl↑nl↓,

V��� = ĵApue
i�pu������ + H.c., �1�

where cl�
† �cl�� is the electron creation �annihilation� operator

with spin � at site l and nl�=cl�
† cl�. When this model is

applied to a 1D Ni-X chain, cl�
† �cl�� signifies a 3d outer-shell

electron of Ni �Ni3+�. The parameter t gives the nearest-

neighbor hopping and U the on-site repulsion. ĵ is the current
operator defined by ĵ= it�ł��cl+1�

† cl�−cl�
† cl+1��. For param-

eters of the pumping laser pulse, Apu is the electric field
strength and �����=����−���−�� with the pulse length
� ����� is the Heaviside step function�. For an implementa-
tion of MTD, one first needs to set up the many-body Hilbert
space spanned by states of �l�	l

i	, where �	l
i	 should be the

electronic state at site l, that is, �0	, �↑	, �↓	, �↑↓	 according to
i=0,1 ,2 ,3, respectively. Within the Hilbert space, one can
write down the quantum state of the whole system at time �
as �
���	=�
i�C
i�����l�	l

i	. By exact diagonalization, one
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can obtain the ground state for �
�0�	 for the half-filled 1D
Hubbard model with a finite number of sites. Dynamics that
starts by turning on the optical pumping at �=0 can then be
described by solving the coupled differential equations for
C
i���� resulting from the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion i� /���
���	=H�
���	. This is the basic scheme of
MTD. From the solution, one can calculate the time-
dependent optical current

J��� = �
���� ĵ�
���	 . �2�

J��� can be shown to give the usual correlation function �that
is, the Kubo formula� under the linear response by the
S-matrix expansion.8,9 We treat the half-filled N=8 Hubbard
chain with a periodic boundary condition imposed.10 Accord-
ing to the symmetry arguments of the electron number and
the total spin �total spin S=0�, the effective number of bases
is 4900.

In Fig. 1, the time-dependent optical current J��� divided
by the field strength Apu is provided with respect to �pu and
Apu. We consider the Hubbard model with U=3 and t=1 and
the ultrashort pulse with �=100. To be explicit, for t=1 eV,
we have �=100 eV−1�66 fs. The spectral function given in
the inset of Fig. 1 shows the gap energy Eg�1.73. In Fig. 1,
it is found that J��� oscillates in a complicated way depend-
ing on �pu and Apu when ���, but in a simple way, with a
rapid oscillation sitting on a slow oscillation, when ���.
The dynamics can be seen more clearly from the optical
conductivity ���� in the frequency domain. This can be ob-
tained by the Fourier transformation of J��� /Apu. For the
time integral necessary for the Fourier transformation, one
needs to consider practically the finite upper bound �c instead
of +,

���� = 
�

�c

d�ei���J���/Apu� . �3�

In Fig. 2, ���� is given with respect to �pu and Apu. We have
taken �c=1000. From Fig. 2, it is seen that the optical con-
ductivity consists of two peaks. One is the strong peak at the
position of Eg ��1.73� and the other is the low energy peak
at ��0.22. From J��� /Apu in Fig. 1, it can be seen that a
rapid oscillation after �=� corresponds to the strong peak at
the gap transition and a slow oscillation to the low energy
feature, respectively. As �pu increases, a continuous transfer
of the optical weight from the gap transition to the inside of
the gap region is found. Interestingly, the low energy features
are shown to develop nonlinearly with the external optical
pumping for �pu�Eg while developing linearly for �pu
�Eg.

It is essential to understand the origin of the low energy
features. In Fig. 3�a�, the list of 4900 eigenvalues is illus-
trated. The listed eigenvalues represent corresponding eigen-
states with zero double occupancy �DO�, 1DO, 2DO,
3DO, and 4DO. Excitation by optical pumping from the an-
tiferromagnetic ground state incorporates mixing of the
eigenstates and leads to the optically excited state �
���	
at �=�. When ���, J��� can be expressed as

J���= �
����e−iH0� ĵeiH0��
���	. Inserting a set of eigenstates
�n	 ��n�	�, i.e., n ,n�=0, . . . ,4899 with corresponding
eigenenergies En�En��, we have J��� in a figurative form as
follows:

J��� = �
n

�
n�

�
����n�	�n�
���	�n�� ĵ�n	e−i�En�−En��.

The following three cases can be considered to understand
contributions to J���. First, if n ,n�� 0DO, we readily find

�n�� ĵ�n	=0. This means no contribution to J��� from n ,n��
0DO. Second, if n� 0DO and n�� 1DO, as is evident in Fig.
3�a��, we have the strong gap transition at En�−En�Eg but
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Time-dependent current J��� divided by
the pumping electric field strength Apu. U=3 and t=1 are taken for
intrinsic parameters of the Hubbard model and �=100 for the ul-
trashort laser pulse. The inset gives the spectral function of the
system. The red arrows indicate termination of the optical pumping.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Optical conductivity ���� from Eq. �3�
with respect to �pu and Apu. U=3 and t=1 are taken for intrinsic
parameters of the Hubbard model.
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little contribution from the low energy transition. Third, we
consider the case of n ,n�� 1DO. It is important to note that,
according to Fig. 3�a��, low energy optical transitions re-
sponsible for the feature “A” �see Fig. 3�b� for U=3� are
dominated by transitions within the 1DO subspace, which is
consistent with the metallic transition by photoexcited carri-
ers. However, we have no true Drude feature at exactly �

=0 in a finite system because of �n�� ĵ�n	→0 for En�−En=0.
Instead, the Drude-like metallic feature will be shifted to a
small nonzero value of �,11 that is, “A” for U=3 in Fig. 3�b�
and “A” and “B” for U=5 in Fig. 3�c�.

Now, we return to Fig. 2 and examine the deeper nature of
IMT incorporating the development of low energy metallic
features in ���� with respect to �pu and Apu. In the figure,
one finds that the metallic weight develops linearly at off-
resonant pumping with �pu�Eg, but it develops nonlinearly
at resonant pumping with �pu�Eg. The linear development
of the metallic weight is one of the features of photoconduc-
tivity due to photodoping based on the rigid band. On the
other hand, the physical significance of the nonlinear devel-
opment of the metallic weight could be profound. It is well
known that, in a 1D Mott insulator, the strong enhancement
of the nonlinear charge response results due to the large di-
pole moment from the almost degenerate odd and even ex-
cited states, especially near resonant optical excitation.12,13

We note that, because of such a strong nonlinear response, V
would no longer be a small perturbation for H0 in Eq. �1�.
This suggests that the electronic structure undergoes a non-
trivial change in the form of phase transition at this resonant
pumping.14 The most direct way to confirm these two distin-
guishable processes of metallic switching would be ILPES.15

For ILPES, we extend our model Hamiltonian H to in-
clude photoemission terms and have

H = H0 + V��� + �
k�

�kck�
† ck� + Vpes�� − �� ,

Vpes��� = Apes�
kl�

ck�
† cl�ei�pes����� + H.c., �4�

where ck�
† �ck�� is the photoelectron with its kinetic energy

�k=k2 /2 and �pes and Apes are the energy and the strength of
the photon source adopted for the photoemission, respec-
tively. MTD can also be applied to the calculation of ILPES.
It is necessary to extend the Hilbert space to include all the
relevant states spanned by �l�	l

i	 and �k�	�l�	l
i	, where

�k�	 is the state of the photoelectron. Accordingly, the
quantum state of the whole system should be �
���	
=�
i�C
i�����l�	l

i	+�k��
i�C
i�
k�����k�	�l�	l

i	 and ILPES can

then be simply obtained as ���
i��C
i�
k�����2 from the solution

of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation i� /���
���	
=H�
���	 in the limit of Apes→0 when ���. Solution of
the finite size Hubbard model by exact diagonalization does
not decay. Therefore, in the same way as the optical conduc-
tivity ����, ILPES has no explicit time dependence when
��� except for the very short time range just after �=� �up
to ��1.2�; the artificial effect of the step function cutoff of
the pumping pulse could appear�. In an actual experimental
situation, on the other hand, the metallic phase is evanescent
in O�1� picoseconds4 and ILPES should be replaced by time-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy �TRPES�.16

ILPES and schematic sketches of the corresponding
photoinduced electronic structures �i.e., density of states
�DOS�� are provided in Fig. 4. The occupied �hatched� parts
of those sketches can be directly compared with ILPES. For
the photoinduced nonequilibrium state, as a matter of fact,
the concept of “band structure” or “DOS” might not be
clearly defined.17 One possible way to avoid the difficulty is
to define such concepts through the spectroscopy. That is,
ILPES �generally, TRPES� itself is defined as the photoin-
duced band structure in this study. It is most interesting to
find the finite DOS between the original upper and lower

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� List of 4900 eigenvalues for U=3 and
U=5. Listed eigenvalues represent corresponding eigenstates with
0DO, 1DO, 2DO, 3DO, and 4DO. �a�� With states belonging to the
green rectangle in �a� �for U=3�, the matrix elements for ĵ are
given. ��b� and �c�� Typical comparison of optical conductivity with
and without optical pumping for U=3 �Eg�1.73� and U=5
�Eg�3.5�. “A” indicates the metallic transition within the 1DO
subspace and “B” within the 2DO subspace. t=1 is fixed.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Photoemission spectra and schematic
sketches of the underlying electronic structure. �a� Photoemission
without optical pumping, �b� illuminated photoemission under reso-
nant optical pumping, i.e., �pu�Eg, and �c� illuminated photoemis-
sion under off-resonant optical pumping, i.e., �pu�Eg. U=3 and
t=1 are taken for intrinsic Hubbard parameters �Eg�1.73�.
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Hubbard bands, i.e., in the gap region, in ILPES under the
resonant pumping of Fig. 4�b�. From such qualitative
changes of ILPES compared to PES without optical pumping
in Fig. 4�a�, the nontrivial photoinduced band mixing is ad-
dressed. The driving force should be the nonperturbative ef-
fect of V due to the strongly enhanced nonlinearities. The
change of electronic structures by the electric driving force
could also be understood within the ac Stark effect which
describes the shift of electronic energy levels under optical
pumping.18 On the other hand, no significant change of IL-
PES compared to PES under the off-resonant pumping ad-
dresses that the overall electronic structure is rigid. In Fig.
4�c�, the induced density of states is accumulated only at the
lower edge of the upper Hubbard band. To conclude, ILPES
shows that there should be two qualitatively different dy-
namical processes for the metallic switching and confirms
the conclusion from the study of the photoinduced optical
conductivity.

In summary, we find the photoinduced Hubbard band
mixing of the 1D half-filled Hubbard model from an analysis
of the optical conductivity induced by ultrashort laser pump-
ing, together with the direct investigation of the change of
electronic structures through ILPES. The photoinduced
weights evolve below the energy gap and they are attributed
to the Drude weights in the thermodynamic limit. The non-
linear behavior of metallic weights at the resonant pumping
directly demonstrates the reconstruction of electronic states
as shown in ILPES, meaning the rigid band picture is not
valid. This is in contrast to the case of the linear behavior at
off-resonant pumping.
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